Real people making a real difference

DSI Business Continuity Services
Fully Managed Backup and Disaster Recovery

Keep your employees happy –
And your data secure

If the power in your office fails tonight, and all of your computers crash, how
quickly can you recover? And more importantly, at what cost? According to
industry statistics, 93% of companies that experience a disaster go out of
business within 5 years – even if they can recover in the short term.
We’re here to ensure your business doesn’t become another statistic. Our business
continuity solution is about more than just backup – it’s designed to quickly revive
your services following any unplanned downtime, and ensure your employees are
operating productively as soon as possible.

Unparalleled peace of mind

In today’s always-on business landscape, maintaining an effective backup and
disaster recovery (BDR) strategy is becoming more important than ever before.
Data is playing an increasingly critical role in decision-making processes, and the
costs and risks associated with downtime are skyrocketing – not to mention the
damage your brand and reputation can suffer in the event of a disaster.
DSI’s business continuity solution includes features like continuous data
protection, cloud-based replication and recovery, and more – all for one low fixed
monthly price per protected server.
What does that mean? It means that you can relax knowing that your critical data,
emails, reports, and other information are all protected; backed up should a
recovery be necessary.

Direct support

Having a backup solution in place is only the first step in a successful business
continuity strategy. To minimise the risk of data loss, it is necessary to proactively
monitor the entire backup process to ensure things are working as expected.
That’s why we’ve got a dedicated team keeping a watchful eye over your
protected servers, ready to jump into action should any problems arise. And if the
worst should happen, don’t worry – we’ll have you back up and running quickly.

DSI - Your Full-Service IT Provider

DSI’s Business Continuity Service includes:

Our managed IT services cover a full spectrum of
technology solutions, including remote monitoring and
management of your networks, 24/7 help desk support
for users and business continuity solutions to ensure your
company is prepared for any possible disruption.
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DSI’s experienced, professional consultants can provide a
refreshing and impartial perspective on any technology
challenges your business may be facing, whilst ensuring
you also get the best value for money, outstanding
customer care and ongoing support.

Complete end-to-end management of backups
Block-level encryption
Continuous Data Protection technology
Fully-managed and monitored
Cloud replication
Off-site virtualisation

Terms and Conditions: DSI Ltd makes no warranties, express or implied in this datasheet.

Email: msp@dsiltd.co.uk

Want to learn more? Get in touch with us today
Call: +44 (0)1322 520480 or +44 (0)208 017 0007

Visit: www.dsiltd.co.uk

